
FIT™



Fit is a chair unlike any you’ve ever seen before. 

In fact, at first glance Fit doesn’t look like a chair  

at all. Where is the seat? A chair is supposed to 

have a seat. That’s what makes it a chair, right?

And when you’re done, Fit 
springs back to its original 
shape, every time. 

Introducing the chair that’s 
so much more than a chair.
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Fit is unique in that it only becomes an actual seat 

when you sit in it. But when you do sit down, it’s  

one of the most comfortable seats you will 

ever experience. Fit’s surface is made of three-

dimensional Trevira open mesh fabric, woven into 

four separate zones for ergonomic support. These 

zones support your weight by adjusting along three 

planes to create the ideal individual position for your 

body. Whether sitting straight, lounging, curled up 

or rolled to the side, Fit comfortably supports your 

body with no pressure points.



Fit KFI01 lounges and KFI02 headrests: green
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Fit can best be described as an unorthodox 
approach to comfort.
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intelligent mesh with four weave-strength zones

steel frame powder-coated to match seat

unique cantilever design

nests and stores compactly

available in black, grey, green and red

model KFI01  
   lounge chair     
model KFI02  
   headrest

lounge chair headrest
38" h 4 1/2" h 
29" to 38" w (top to bottom) 25 1/4" w 
39 1/2" d 7 1/2" d
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Fit KFI01 lounges and KFI02 headrests: green.



Always a perfect fit.

Intelligent Mesh 

There’s no wrong way to sit in Fit. Its supporting mesh zones adjust to 

the weight of any user. The high flexibility netting near the top cradles 

the neck, shoulders and upper back; more supportive netting through 

the center of the seat creates a natural lumbar support; the most 

supportive mesh is reserved for the lower section, creating a cradled seat 

comfortable for all types of body and sitting styles.

Fast Storage 

The unique 60-degree angled design of the Fit chair allows  

for quick nesting and storage. Because there is no formed 

seat when the chair is empty, the chairs slide together or apart 

without lifting. Fit chairs can easily store upright or on their side. 

Astonishing Design 
The knitted Trevira fabric of the Fit chair is stretched across 

1-3/16" of tubular steel painted to match the mesh. The open, 

cantilever design produces an atypical aesthetic while allowing  

the user to enjoy a comfortable seat free of pressure points 

caused by hard support surfaces. A removable headrest can 

easily be added or removed as needed.
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Fit KFI01 lounge: grey; shown with Silver™ small lounge 
table; Bingo® stools; Scenario™ table.



“When does a seat become a seat? When you sit in it.  

Fit is a new philosophy in sitting. The carefully engineered  

zones adapt to and support your every position for a 

uniquely comfortable and liberating experience. Everyone 

has to sit in Fit at least twice: the first time to be surprised,  

the second time to be convinced and enjoy.”

—CHRISTINE LÜDEKE, PRODUCT DESIGNER

 A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
 800.482.1818

EBRFIT ver. 14
www.kimballoffice.com

First comes surprise.  
                   Then, delight.

For full details—including additional features and options, surface materials, and specification and CAD information—

visit www.kimballoffice.com.

Further discovery:

FIT

In our manufacturing processes, material choices and product designs, Kimball Office shows a strident commitment 

to sustainable goals. To that end, Fit may contribute to LEED® credits. Please refer to our Environmental Data Sheets, 

located on www.kimballoffice.com, for specific details. Fit meets all of the IAQ testing requirements for Indoor Advantage 

Gold Certification from SCS (Scientific Certification Systems).

Sustainability:


